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Curtis Thacker and I traveled to BYU Hawaii from November 29 - Dec 4 2009 to bring the Joseph F. Smith Library up on the new Primo search system. My role was the customization of the interface.

This task was greatly complicated because BYU Hawaii is in the process of launching a new design of the University website. Fortunately, the BYU Hawaii web developers made themselves available to us during the week. It was very beneficial to be on-site and work directly with the engineers of the new design. We would not have been able to accomplish this without their help and without being on-site.

In this process, I also trained Becky DeMartini in the management and maintenance of the Primo interface using the Back Office tools. I also set her up with access to the html and css files necessary to keep their instance of Primo in working order.

It was a great experience to learn of the conditions at BYU Hawaii and meet the people that provide the learning atmosphere for the students. With this foundation in place we will be able to finish their installation and get them up on Primo. It would have been very difficult to do without getting all of us together so I’m very glad we went and that we could have the one on one time with their developers.

Sincerely,

Tom DeForest